THE REASONS FOR CHANGE IN SHOPS

S 3.3.5 understanding the need for change along the years

A. Life in the past was very different.

Look at each set of pictures and discuss the differences.

1. the phone box
   the mobile phone

2. 'il-karrettun' (the horse-driven cart)
   the limousine
3.

an old village square

a modern square

an old wedding photo

a modern wedding photo

traditional Maltese costumes

modern clothes
B. An interview with Grandma___________. (about changing shops)

1. There were (more, fewer) shops in the past.
2. Most shops were in the village (outskirts, core).
3. Shops were (bigger, smaller) in the past.
4. Prices were (higher, lower).
5. One would find (men, women) shopping from the grocer's.
6. The currency used in the past was (the Euro, the Maltese lira).
7. I prefer shopping (nowadays, in the past).
8. My favourite shop used to be _____________.
9. I used to enjoy doing the shopping from the _____________ because _____________.

C. Fill in the circles in this brainstorming web using the information you have acquired about shopping in the past.

You may write about the old currency, you may write about the size of old shops, who used to do the shopping in the past, what products were sold, their prices, the location of village shops, etc.